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The Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) published a detailed 
proposal in September 2016 regarding changes to the set of rules that 
govern all publicly offered mutual funds in Canada. The proposal focused 
on providing Canadian retail investors access to alternative investment 
strategies – those which have historically been associated with hedge 
funds and offered to high-net-worth, accredited and institutional investors.

The impetus behind this proposal was to modernize the Canadian 
investment funds landscape and foster more innovative and alternative 
investment strategies. Alternative investments are widely regarded as 
excellent portfolio diversifiers that can help enhance investment portfolio 
outcomes. This improvement comes not just via the potential for improved 
returns, but more importantly, from the stability they can provide through 
risk mitigation and their lack of dependence on the directionality of equity 
and fixed income markets.

On October 4, 2018, the CSA published the final alternative fund rules 
and they came into force on January 3, 2019. These rules mark a historic 
change for the Canadian investment industry, putting us on more level 
footing with other global jurisdictions and giving Canadians greater choice 
and an improved toolset with which to build more robust portfolios.
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Liquid alternatives 
Hedge fund strategies now in a mutual fund structure.

New mutual fund structure that allows for greater investment flexibility.

 Easy to access (prospectus-qualified). 

 Low minimum investment requirement.

 Typically seek to provide returns that are uncorrelated to stock and bond markets.

 Solutions that can potentially diversify portfolios and enhance  
investment outcomes and experiences.
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Liquid alternatives bridge the gap between traditional mutual funds and hedge funds, bringing together the best elements of both worlds.

How can I use them?
 
Liquid alternatives are sure to come in many different shapes and sizes but, generally speaking, we believe they will be excellent portfolio 
additions. Depending on the investment strategy of the liquid alt fund in question, it could replace a portion of your existing equity 
allocation to help minimize volatility or insulate against market drawdowns, replace a portion of your existing fixed income allocation 
that may enhance returns and yield without increasing volatility, or replace a portion of each for more balanced benefits. Every investor is 
unique though, so be sure to speak with your financial advisor.

Liquid
AlternativesMutual Funds

Daily liquidity
Accessibility
Transparency

Hedge Funds

Flexibility
Sophistication
Diversification

Equity

Fixed Income

Liquid Alternatives

Where do they fit?
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Liquid alternatives (“liquid alts”) are new to the Canadian 
marketplace, but the underlying strategies upon which they’re based 
have been in place for many years within the hedge fund world. 
They are, in the most simple of terms, hedge-fund strategies in 
a mutual fund wrapper. Unlike hedge funds, which are offered to 
sophisticated, high-net worth investors via offering memoranda and 
have considerable flexibility with regards to investment holdings, 
liquid alts still provide a good deal of flexibility but have a more 
stringent set of restrictions associated with them in order to help 
protect investors from undue risk.

Breaking the term “liquid alternatives” down into its 
component parts helps provide further clarity:

“Liquid” in this case refers to the ease with which investors can 
both purchase (subscribe) and redeem units of these funds. Just like 
traditional mutual funds, they can be bought and sold daily, which is a 
departure from the experience of hedge fund investors. Hedge funds 
typically only allow subscriptions and redemptions either monthly or 
quarterly, and often require considerable notice from investors expressing 
their intention to redeem. “Liquid” also refers to the ease with which 
investors can access these strategies, as they do not require a substantial 
minimum investment. By definition, a security is generally deemed 
to be liquid if there are ample buyers and sellers in a given market 
that facilitate being able to quickly and easily buy and sell it without 
materially impacting its price. This too applies to liquid alts. In fact, liquid 
alts and conventional mutual funds both have the exact same restrictions 
when it comes to the amount of illiquid securities they can hold. Hedge 
funds, on the other hand, can and often do (without restriction) hold 
illiquid securities – assets that need to be held for long periods of time, 
or for which there are very few buyers and sellers.

“Alternatives” refers to the breadth of investment strategies (not 
assets) utilized and the flexibility to move beyond the constraints  
of a long-only construct. Examples of alternative strategies  
are those able to include considerable amounts of  
leverage, short-selling and derivatives.

What are liquid alternatives?
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Alternative Assets
Alternative assets is a broad term that refers to  
both physical and real assets including, but not limited to,  
the examples shown at right – essentially investments falling 
outside of a traditional stock and bond portfolio. Confusing 
“alternative assets” and “alternative strategies” is common  
but is, nonetheless, incorrect. 

It’s important to understand that liquid 
alternatives are not investment portfolios strictly 
comprised of alternative assets. 

Some alternative assets are eligible for inclusion within liquid 
alternative funds, but many are restricted. In fact, liquid alt fund 
rules do not permit real estate, private equity and infrastructure 
funds (representing some of the most popular alternative assets) 
to be made available in liquid alternatives packaging because of 
the relative illiquidity of the assets held within such funds.

Examples of alternative assets:
 

Alternative assets vs. alternative strategies

COMMODITIES

Oil and Gas Gold Bullion Livestock

CURRENCIES

US Dollars Euros Pounds Sterling

INFRASTRUCTURE

Airports Bridges Highways

REAL ESTATE

Residential Commercial Industrial

£C=$$
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Alternative Strategies
Alternative strategies refers to the way in which portfolios are 
designed and managed. 

The correct way to conceptualize the term 
liquid alternatives is to think “liquid alternative 
strategies,” not “liquid alternative assets.” 

While alternative strategies can, and often do, hold both 
conventional and alternative assets, the portfolios themselves are 
managed using unconventional methodologies that often rely on 
the ability to utilize both short-selling and leverage. 
 

Examples of alternative strategies currently utilized within 
CI’s liquid alternative funds:

LONG/SHORT EQUITY

Funds where the manager seeks to profit from both rising and 
falling stock prices. The manager buys (goes long) stocks expected 
to appreciate in value. In addition, they also borrow stocks the fund 
does not own and that they expect to decline in value so as to sell 
(short) them today, then purchase them for a lesser price at some 
point in the future and return them to the lender.

GLOBAL MACRO LONG/SHORT FIXED INCOME

Funds focused on implementing opportunistic investment 
strategies to capitalize on macroeconomic and cyclical trends. 
The manager seeks to profit through all phases of a market cycle, 
tactically navigating through periods of improving/deteriorating 
credit conditions, rising/falling interest rates and a steepening/
flattening of the yield curve. This involves buying/selling bonds of 
varying credit quality and duration, as well as derivatives.

LONG/SHORT GLOBAL INVESTMENT-GRADE CREDIT

Focused on the active management of investment grade credit 
spreads. Profits are generated from exploiting inefficiencies and 
mispricings in the corporate bond market through the use of 
alternative credit trading strategies. The portfolio managers use 
leverage, short-selling and derivatives to manage risk and produce 
returns in varying interest rate and credit environments. The 
strategy aims to produce consistent returns with volatility at or 
below broad fixed-income markets.
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Liquid alts and mutual funds share many of the same characteristics; however, a few material differences can result in considerable 
advantages for liquid alts. The core differentiating factor is greater flexibility. 

How do liquid alternatives compare to mutual funds?

Same regulatory  
disclosure documents  

as mutual funds

Bought and sold  
like mutual funds

   (prospectus-qualified)

Considerable  
investment flexibility

Low minimum  
investment

Performance  
fees allowed

LIQUID  
ALTERNATIVES
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The following table provides more detail regarding the investment parameters of these fund structures, indicating that liquid alts have far 
more latitude than traditional mutual funds when it comes to leverage, borrowing and short-selling.

INVESTMENT PARAMETER MUTUAL FUNDS LIQUID ALTERNATIVES HEDGE FUNDS

Leverage Prohibited Up to 300% of NAV*

No restrictions  
imposed by Canadian 

securities law

Borrowing 5% max., limited purposes 50% max. of NAV  
subject to restrictions

Short-selling Up to 20%, 5% single issuer 
limit, 150% cash cover

Up to 50% of NAV,  
10% single issuer limit**

Concentration Up to 10% Up to 20% of NAV

Illiquid investments Up to 10% at a time,  
hard limit of 15%

Up to 10% at a time,  
hard limit of 15%

Restrictions
Real property,  

non-guaranteed mortgages, 
loan syndications

Real property,  
non-guaranteed mortgages, 

loan syndications

Liquid alts occupy the middle ground between traditional mutual funds and hedge funds, bringing together the best characteristics of both 
investment types to form a unique and compelling hybrid fund structure.

CHARACTERISTICS MUTUAL FUNDS LIQUID ALTERNATIVES HEDGE FUNDS

Diversification relative  
to traditional portfolio None Moderate/high Moderate/high

Daily liquidity Yes Yes No

Transparency High High Moderate

Accessibility Broad Broad Accredited investors

Long/short flexibility Limited Yes Yes

Ability to capture  
illiquidity premium Low Low High

Ability to capture  
non-traditional beta Low High High

* Derivatives used for hedging purposes not included in total leverage calculation.

** Does not apply to government securities.
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For most retail investors without the accumulated assets to meet 
minimum investment thresholds or the desire to deal with the 
cumbersome paperwork typically associated with hedge funds, the 
passage of the liquid alts framework is a very welcome and overdue 
development. In addition, the increased transparency, disclosure and 
generally lower management fees associated with liquid alts relative 
to hedge funds should be very well received.
 
Relative to conventional mutual funds, investors are most likely 
to view the enhanced investment flexibility – and the associated 
diversification benefits – to be the most beneficial characteristic of 
liquid alts.
 
With enhanced investment flexibility comes the potential for superior 
portfolio outcomes, such as:
 
•  greater absolute and risk-adjusted returns
•  lower volatility
•  superior downside protection
•  low-to-negative correlation to equity and fixed income markets
•  increased likelihood of consistently positive returns, regardless of 

the market environment.

Below is an example using hedge funds as a proxy to demonstrate 
that increased flexibility can be beneficial within portfolios. The 
growth chart, using data back to the inception of the Credit Suisse 
Hedge Fund Index, shows that the long-term performance of hedge 
funds has roughly kept pace with global equities, with considerably 
greater results during bear markets.

GROWTH OF $10,000 

Source: Morningstar Direct, as of April 30, 2020. Inception date of the Credit Suisse 
Hedge Fund Index is January 1, 1994.

What are the benefits  
of liquid alternatives? 

Strong results in the midst of 
historically strong markets
The period from January 1994 to July 2019 was 
one of the most profound market upswings in 
history and has been a period in which, with a few 
notable exceptions (the tech bubble bursting in the 
early 2000’s and the financial crisis of 2008), there 
wasn’t an overwhelming need to seek diversification 
through alternative investments. In fact, in strong 
bull markets, hedge funds are generally expected 
to underperform. There is no short-term need to 
“hedge” risks in a market that rewards risk taking. 
Certainly, in the years immediately following 2008, 
investors would have been very well served holding 
investments with high correlation to equity markets, 
as opposed to many alternative strategies seeking 
to provide low-to-negative correlation to those same 
markets. Markets are cyclical though and it has paid 
historically to have consistent exposure to alternative 
investments to help diversify both the sources and 
timing of outperformance. In sideways or down-
trending markets, the case for hedge fund (or liquid alt) 
inclusion in portfolios becomes even more compelling.
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As an extension of the growth chart on the previous page, the following are compelling reasons why alternative strategies (i.e. hedge funds 
and/or liquid alternative funds) deserve consideration within your portfolio.
 
ROLLING 5 YEAR RETURNS  –  Alternative strategies have been more reliable. Since 1994, there hasn’t been a single 5-year period where annualized returns  

were negative*. The same certainly can’t be said for global equities.

 

All data presented is based on monthly returns of the Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index and MSCI World Index, both in USD terms, from January 1, 1994 to April 30, 2020. Source: 
Morningstar Direct, as of April 30, 2020. The Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index is an asset-weighted hedge fund index that tracks approximately 9,000 funds and consists only of 
funds with a minimum of US$50 million under management, a 12-month track record, and audited financial statements. The index is calculated and rebalanced on a monthly basis, 
and reflects performance net of all hedge fund component performance fees and expenses. The MSCI World Index is a broad global equity index that represents large and mid-cap 
equity performance across 23 developed markets countries, covering approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country.

Enhanced outcomes through risk mitigation

BETA (VS. GLOBAL EQUITY)
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Liquid alts encompass a wide range of potential investment 
solutions, each implementing different investment strategies with 
different objectives or intended outcomes. As a result, there is no 
clear-cut answer for who should invest in liquid alts and it would be 
incorrect for anyone to make sweeping generalizations about what 
this broad subset of funds seeks to deliver. The universe of liquid 
alt funds can range across the spectrum, from conservative  
to aggressive.

In theory, the real value of liquid alts comes through when 
managers utilize the investment flexibility afforded them under 
this framework to deliver solutions focused on providing superior 
risk-adjusted returns and improving the overall diversification of 
investors’ portfolios. 

Example:
Liquid alt funds focused on absolute returns seek 
to provide modest, consistently positive returns 
over varying lengths of time, regardless of market 
conditions. As a result, a consistent allocation  
to these types of strategies held for the long  
term could be prudent, as they could potentially 
side-step market drawdowns and give investors 
greater peace of mind.

At the other end of the spectrum, there are likely to be liquid alt 
funds geared towards speculation. Liquid alts are permitted to 
utilize 3x leverage, but where and how that leverage is utilized is 
largely at the discretion of each portfolio manager. It’s particularly 
important that advisors and investors have a good understanding 
of the objectives and strategies of each fund before they decide 
to invest. Specifically, advisors and investors need to be able 
to differentiate between a long-term investment and a more 
speculative one.

Example:
Liquid alt funds focused on 3x levered exposure 
to a given commodity or group of commodity 
producers (oil and gas, junior miners, etc.) or 
those levering exposure to market volatility 
would be considered more speculative trading 
vehicles, best suited to aggressive investors with 
potentially shorter-term time horizons.

Regardless of what advisors and investors are looking to achieve 
with an allocation to liquid alts, the fact that these funds are 
more complex in nature relative to traditional mutual funds 
dictates that they are more likely to resonate with investors 
possessing an above-average knowledge of financial markets. 
In our experience, these investors tend to gravitate toward more 
measured approaches to building portfolios and investing, and are 
more focused on outcomes and solutions (i.e. better risk-adjusted 
returns through diversification, downside protection, volatility 
minimization, etc.) as opposed to those more narrowly focused on 
maximum upside potential.

Speak to your financial advisor to determine if a liquid alt solution 
could be appropriate for your portfolio.

Who should invest?
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CI’s liquid alternative solutions – a brief overview
(Advisors – please contact your CI sales representative for more in-depth information)

CI currently offers four unique liquid alternative strategies overseen by specialist portfolio management teams. The management teams are 
Lawrence Park Asset Management, Marret Asset Management Inc. and Munro Partners.

Lawrence Park  
Asset Management

Marret Asset  
Management Inc.

Munro Partners

Lawrence Park Asset Management Ltd. is 
an independent investment management 
firm specializing in alternative fixed 
income that has been closely affiliated 
with CI since 2011. 

Lawrence Park is comprised of seasoned 
investment professionals with extensive 
fixed-income and credit trading expertise 
honed at Canadian and global bond 
dealers and investment managers. 

The team seeks to profit from 
inefficiencies in corporate bond markets 
worldwide through a disciplined, active 
portfolio management process with 
extensive focus on risk management.  
In using this investment process, 
Lawrence Park seeks to enhance yield, 
reduce volatility, and deliver consistent 
returns to their investors.

Marret Asset Management Inc. is a 
Toronto-based alternative asset manager 
specializing in global and Canadian 
income investing that was founded  
in 2001.

Marret is backed by a highly experienced 
team of portfolio managers and research 
analysts. 

The firm has established a particular 
expertise in investing in investment- 
grade and high-yield corporate debt,  
and alternative strategies on behalf 
of institutional, high-net-worth and  
retail clients. 

Munro Partners is an independent  
global absolute return equity manager 
with a core focus on growth equities.  
The business is owned and controlled  
by key staff and was founded in July 2016 
by an award-winning  investment team 
with a strong combined track record of 
absolute returns. 

Via their proprietary investment process, 
worldwide network and unique knowledge 
base, Munro Partners seeks to invest 
in, and benefit from, some of the key 
structural changes that occur in our  
world today. 

The business is based in Australia, with  
its head office based in Melbourne.

Fund codes (CIG) ETF tickers

CI Lawrence Park Alternative 
Investment Grade Credit Strategy

A: 2190 | F: 4190 TSX: CRED (CAD hedged), CRED.U (USD hedged)

CI Marret Alternative Absolute  
Return Bond Strategy

A: 2191 | AH*: 2193 | F: 4191 | FH*: 4193 TSX: CMAR (CAD hedged), CMAR.U (USD hedged)

CI Marret Alternative Enhanced 
Yield Strategy

A:2195 | AH*:2196: | F:4195 | FH*:4196 TSX: CMEY (CAD hedged), CMEY.U (USD hedged)

CI Munro Alternative Global  
Growth Strategy

A: 2192 | F: 4192 TSX: CMAG
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Andrew Torres
Founding Partner and  

Chief Executive Officer

Paul Sandhu
President and Chief Executive Officer

Jason Crowley
Partner, Chief Investment Officer

Adam Tuer
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager and 

Head of Research

CI Lawrence Park Alternative Investment Grade Credit Strategy

Adrian Prenc
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager and 

Chief Risk Officer

STRATEGY SUMMARY

•    Eliminates the major risks in fixed income and focuses on extracting value from the investment 
grade credit markets.

•   Utilizes leverage and short selling to capitalize on the attractive risk characteristics of high 
quality short dated bonds seeking to produce a meaningful return with low risk.

•  Uses active trading strategies to exploit pricing dislocations in the credit markets.
 Proven track record: Lawrence Park has been managing the same strategy through their hedge 
fund Lawrence Park Credit Strategies since 2012.

HOW IT FITS INTO A PORTFOLIO

A volatility reduction substitute to domestic equities and high yield
•   De-risk without foregoing significant return in the case of an extended equity run.

An alternative to traditional fixed income
•   Increase fixed income yield without increasing duration or default risk.
•   Fixed income diversifier.
•   An active complement to larger fixed income mandates.

Canadian equity 

Global equity

Fixed income

Other

Lawrence Park

ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL 
FIXED INCOME

REPLACE DOMESTIC EQUITIES 

TO LOWER VOLATILITY

QUICK FACTS

Fund codes (CIG) A: 2190 | F: 4190

ETF tickers TSX: CRED (CAD hedged), CRED.U (USD hedged)

Management fee (Class F & ETF) 0.80%

Performance fee 10% of gains that exceed high-water-mark plus 
hurdle rate

Hurdle rate FTSE Canada All Corporate Bond Index

Distribution frequency Monthly

Inception date November 2018 (Fund), January 2020 (ETF)
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STRATEGY SUMMARY

•   Aims to provide positive absolute returns regardless of stage of the economic cycle.
•   Shifts between fixed income classes, targeting the one that offers the highest risk-reward.
•   Full credit and duration flexibility (up to 20 years).
Proven track record: Marret has been managing hedge funds across various fixed income asset 
classes for nearly 20 years.

HOW IT FITS INTO A PORTFOLIO

1. A replacement for traditional fixed income

•   Can be used in place of “satellite” fixed.

2. De-risk equity portfolios

•   Seeks to offer attractive returns with significantly lower volatility than equities.

Equity

Satellite fixed income

Core fixed income

Marret alternative

FIXED INCOME REPLACEMENT

EQUITY REPLACEMENT

QUICK FACTS

Fund codes (CIG) A: 2191 | AH*: 2193 | F: 4191 | FH*: 4193

ETF tickers TSX: CMAR (CAD hedged), CMAR.U (USD hedged)

Management fee (Class F & ETF) 0.80%

Performance fee
10% of gains that exceed high-water-mark plus 
hurdle rate

Hurdle rate 10-year Government of Canada bond yield + 1%

Distribution frequency Monthly

Inception date November 2018 (Fund), January 2020 (ETF)

*USD hedged classes

Paul Sandhu
President and Chief Executive Officer

Adam Tuer
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager and 

Head of Research

Adrian Prenc
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager and 

Chief Risk Officer

CI Marret Alternative Absolute Return Bond Strategy
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CI Marret Alternative Enhanced Yield Strategy 

STRATEGY SUMMARY

•   Primarily composed of short-dated investment-grade and high-yield credit with the ability  
to hold government bonds and cash during vulnerable periods of the economic cycle. 

•   Aims to have lower volatility and correlation to equities than traditional fixed income. 
•   Utilizes active interest rate and credit hedges. 
•   Leverage will be tactically deployed when the risk-reward opportunity in credit is high  

and borrowing costs are low.
•   Duration will remain under four years. 
•   Highlights Marret’s experience in running alternative fixed-income strategies across  

the credit spectrum.  
Proven track record: Marret has been managing hedge funds across various fixed income  
asset classes for nearly 20 years.

HOW IT FITS INTO A PORTFOLIO

•   Replace existing satellite fixed income. 

•   Add yield to the portfolio while maintaining a strong focus on risk management  
and downside protection.  

Equity

REPLACE SATELLITE 
FIXED INCOME

Satellite fixed income

Core fixed income

Marret

QUICK FACTS

Fund Codes (CIG) A:2195 | AH*:2196: | F:4195 | FH*:4196 

ETF tickers TSX: CMEY (CAD hedged), CMEY.U (USD hedged)

Management Fee (Class F & ETF) 0.80%

Performance Fee
10% of gains that exceed high-water-mark plus 
hurdle rate

Hurdle Rate
Yield on FTSE Canada Short Term Government Bond 
Index plus 1.0%

Distribution Frequency Monthly

Inception May 2020

*USD hedged classes

Paul Sandhu
President and Chief Executive Officer

Adam Tuer
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager and 

Head of Research

Adrian Prenc
Vice-President, Portfolio Manager and 

Chief Risk Officer

Nick Griffin 
Founding Partner and 

Chief Investment Officer
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STRATEGY SUMMARY

•   Aconcentrated long-short global equity portfolio holding between 30-50 global growth stocks.
•   Seeks to invest in, and benefit from, some of the key structural changes in global markets today.
•   Investors can benefit from both the winning (long) and losing (short) stock positions of 

sustainable growth trends that are underappreciated and mispriced by the market.

Proven track record: Munro Partners’ Chief Investment Officer Nick Griffin has been managing 
alternative equity strategies since 2005.

HOW IT FITS INTO A PORTFOLIO

De-risk traditional long-only global equities

•  For people who still want exposure to global equities but want to mitigate losses on  
the downside.

•  Through the liquid alt structure, Munro has the ability to use tools like shorting and put options 
that traditionally long only managers are restricted from using.

Global equity

Canadian equity

DE-RISK LONG-ONLY
GLOBAL EQUITIES

Fixed income

Other

Munro

*For iIllustrative purposes only. 

QUICK FACTS

Fund codes (CIG) A: 2192 | F: 4192

ETF ticker TSX: CMAG

Management fee (Class F & ETF) 0.90%

Performance fee
15% of gains that exceed high-water-mark plus 
hurdle rate

Hurdle rate
10-year Government of Canada bond yield plus 
3.50%

Distribution frequency Quarterly

Inception November 2018 (Fund), January 2020 (ETF)

Nick Griffin 
Founding Partner and 

Chief Investment Officer

CI Munro Alternative Global Growth Strategy
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Alpha: a measure of performance. Alpha, often considered 
the active return on an investment, gauges the performance 
of an investment against a market index or benchmark which 
is considered to represent the market’s movement as a whole. 
The excess return of an investment relative to the return of a 
benchmark index is the investment’s alpha.

Beta: a measure of the volatility, or systematic risk, of a security 
or a portfolio in comparison to the market as a whole.

Cash borrowing: the most straightforward form of leverage, 
typically obtained from a prime broker (i.e. large financial institutions 
like Canada’s big banks). Portfolio managers may borrow cash if they 
believe they can invest the borrowed cash and earn a return greater 
than the interest charge associated with the loan.

Correlation: a statistical measure of how two securities move 
in relation to one another. Positive correlation indicates similar 
movements, up or down, while negative correlation indicates 
opposite movements (when one rises, the other falls). Historically 
speaking, Canadian stocks and Canadian government bonds  
have been negatively correlated, while Canadian stocks and  
U.S. stocks have been positively correlated.

Derivatives: a derivative is a financial security with a value that 
is reliant upon, or derived from, an underlying asset or group of 
assets. The derivative itself is a contract between two or more 
parties based upon the asset or assets. Its price is determined by 
fluctuations in the underlying asset. The most common underlying 
assets include stocks, bonds, commodities, currencies, interest 
rates and market indexes. Derivatives can be used to achieve many 
different outcomes like hedging against downside risk, earning 
additional income within a portfolio, or expressing a bullish view 
without the need for a sizable capital outlay.

Duration: a measure of the sensitivity of the price of a fixed-
income investment to a change in interest rates. Duration is 
expressed as a number of years. The price of a bond with a longer 
duration would be expected to rise (fall) more than the price of  
a bond with lower duration when interest rates fall (rise).

Leverage: an investment strategy of using borrowed money — 
specifically, the use of various financial instruments or borrowed 
capital — to increase the potential return of an investment. 

Liquidity: the degree to which an asset or security can be quickly 
bought or sold in the market without affecting the asset’s price. 
Cash is considered to be the most liquid asset, while things like 
fine art or rare books would be relatively illiquid.

Maximum drawdown: measures the peak-to-trough decline 
of an investment or, in other words, the difference between the 
highest and lowest price over a given timeframe.

Glossary of terms
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Return (absolute): simply the measure of what an investment 
returned over a given time period. An investment that rose from 
$1,000 to $1,100 would have an absolute return of 10%.

Return (relative): the performance of one investment versus 
another. The most commonly reported relative returns are mutual 
fund returns relative to their benchmark indexes.

Return (risk-adjusted): a measure of investment performance 
taking into consideration how much risk/volatility was assumed 
to generate it. Consider two investments, both of which return 
10% over a given time period. The investment with the greater 
risk-adjusted return would be the one that experienced less price 
fluctuation. Two of the most commonly used measures of risk-
adjusted returns are Sharpe and Sortino ratios.

Sharpe ratio: describes how much excess return you are 
receiving for the extra volatility that you endure for holding a 
riskier asset.

Short selling: when a portfolio manager believes a security will 
decline in price, they may decide to borrow and sell a given asset 
in the hope of being able to buy it back for a lesser price and 
return it to the lender at some future date.

Sortino ratio: an evolution of the Sharpe ratio. Ignores “good 
volatility” (upward price movement) and focused solely on returns 
per unit of “bad volatility” (downward price movement), which is 
more indicative of the risk of loss.

Standard deviation: a statistical measure of the dispersion of 
periodic (monthly) returns relative to average (monthly) returns 
over a given time period.

Volatility: measures how much the price of a security, derivative, 
or index fluctuates. The most commonly used measure of volatility 
when it comes to investment funds is standard deviation.

Yield Curve: a line that plots the interest rates of bonds having 
equal credit quality but differing maturity dates. A normal or 
steep yield curve indicates that long-term interest rates are 
higher than short-term interest rates. A flat yield curve indicates 
that short-term rates are in line with long-term rates, whereas 
an inverted yield curve indicates that short-term rates are higher 
than long-term rates.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the 
prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  
CI Liquid Alternative mutual funds are alternative fund. It has the ability to invest in asset classes or use investment strategies that are not 
permitted for conventional mutual funds. The specific strategies that differentiate this fund from conventional mutual funds include: increased use 
of derivatives for hedging and non-hedging purposes; increased ability to sell securities short; and the ability to borrow cash to use for investment 
purposes. While these strategies will be used in accordance with the fund’s investment objectives and strategies, during certain market conditions 
they may accelerate the pace at which your investment decreases in value. Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole 
or in part on information provided by third parties and CI Investments Inc. has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions 
may change which may impact the information contained in this document. The “Growth of $ 10,000 invested” chart shows the final value of a 
hypothetical $ 10,000 investment in securities in the  specified class of the fund as at the end of the investment period indicated and is not intended 
to reflect future values or returns on investment in such securities. This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be 
considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or investment advice, or an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. Every effort has been made 
to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change which may impact 
the information contained in this document. All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended 
to predict or project investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. 
Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any changes to their investment strategies. Certain statements in this 
document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future 
events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or 
“estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to 
risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future 
performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Investments 
Inc. and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Investments Inc. nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual 
results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless 
required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, 
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Lawrence Park Asset Management Ltd., Marret Asset Management Inc., and 
Munro Partners are portfolio sub-advisors to certain funds offered and managed by CI Investments Inc. CI Financial Corp. holds a minority interest 
in Lawrence Park Asset Management. Marret Asset Management Inc., is a majority owned subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. and an affiliate of  
CI Investments Inc. CI Investments® and the CI Investments design are registered trademarks of CI Investments Inc. “Trusted Partner in WealthTM” 
is a trademark of CI Investments Inc. ©CI Investments Inc. 2020.  All rights reserved. Published June 23, 2020




